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A national nonprofi t organization based in Avon, 

Colo., Can Do MS is an innovative provider of lifestyle 
empowerment programs that empower people

with MS and their support partners to transform and 
improve their quality of life.
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Over $187,000 Raised
AT OUR ANNUAL AUTUMN BENEFIT IN NYC! WE WERE THRILLED TO 
HAVE COUNTRY MUSIC STAR, CLAY WALKER, AS OUR 2013 HONOREE.

Can Do MS is always looking for new ways to reach people with MS. In 2013, we were 
able to impact 10,000 people with our in-person programs, online services and other 
outreach e� orts, such as our book The Can Do MS Guide to Lifestyle Empowerment 
and educational videos.

As we move forward in the changing MS environment, we understand that MS is 
one of the most expensive diseases to live with, so we want to be sure  to  give 
people the resources they need to learn how to live a better life at no additional cost.

Can Do MS provided hope, education and courage to approximately 500 people living with MS and their 
support partners through our interactive and empowering in-person program experiences. Our online 
programs provided education on a variety of MS related topics, so that well over 8,000 people living with MS 
and their support partners learned how to live better with MS. And, perhaps best of all, programs were free 
thanks to the generous support of people like you.

In 2013 we opened the doors to our programs by capturing the essence of our can do philosophy on video. 
You will see � rst-hand what our program participants take away with them to live healthier, fuller lives. You 
will meet a young woman with MS, Valarie, who dreams of walking again, and programs consultants who 
are compassionate health care professionals who want to give people like Valarie the tools to achieve what is 
possible with MS. You will also hear from the support partners who learned that MS is not just the individual’s 
disease, but a family disease and how they learned to cope with MS as the disease progresses. 

After a participant leaves one of our one-day JUMPSTART® Programs, we have seen in our outcomes surveys 
that 98% incorporate at least one thing learned at the program into their lives. We’ve also concluded that our 
four-day CAN DO® Program can improve aspects of self-perceived health and result in robust improvements 
in self-e�  cacy. These are among the many reasons we are so determined to keep moving forward.

As we look ahead, we are committed to connecting further with our mission by implementing adaptive 
experiences and programming at our special events. The expanded adaptive experience with our Vertical 
Express ski events will demonstrate this as we build out the adaptive outdoor components to all our events, 
enabling people with MS and their support partners to live a can do lifestyle like our founder Jimmie 
Heuga. Jimmie’s vision is shared in all our programs, that with positive thinking and movement, you can 
enhance your life with MS. Today the whole person philosophy and approach that Jimmie pioneered in 
1984 is acknowledged throughout the MS community as a standard of MS care and is a vital component in 
our programs today. We are excited to mark 2014 as our 30th anniversary and celebrate the legacy of our 
founder, Jimmie Heuga, through our programs and events.

With best wishes,

FINANCIALS

DEAR FRIENDS,

To read full 2013 Annual Report visit, 
www.mscando.org/annualreport

TOTAL SUPPORT AND REVENUE  =  $1,288,479

Heidi A. Heltzel
PRESIDENT & CEO $12,000

RAISED IN HONOR OF OUR 
FOUNDER ON CAN DO DAY.

10,00012

4 Mountains
1 Cause

$ 323,148
RAISED AT OUR VERTICAL EXPRESS
FOR CAN DO MS ON-SNOW
FUNDRAISING EVENTS.

lives impacted

countries 
reached 
THROUGH
webinars

SEPTEMBER 22ND EXPENSE BY FUNCTION

PROGRAM SERVICES
$1,041,217

ADMINISTRATION
$164,851.00

FUNDRAISING
$79,009

REVENUE TYPE

PUBLIC SUPPORT
$1,413,494.00

OTHER
$15,863.00

PROGRAM SERVICE
REVENUE
$14,931.00

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

With an interdisciplinary team 
of MS experts, our lifestyle 
empowerment programs teach 
participants how to take control 
of as many aspects of their lives 
and their health as possible by 
focusing on what they can do. 

•  21 programs provided lifestyle 
empowerment tools at no cost 
to our participants.

•  10,000 lives impacted in 2013 
through our MS education, 
programs and website.

•  7 cities throughout the US 
hosted programs allowing us to 
extend our reach. 

•  81 cents of every dollar goes 
directly to providing programs 
to families with MS all over the 
world.

EVENT HIGHLIGHTS 

2013 was a spectacular year 
for events to raise money and 
awareness for Can Do MS. Friends 
and supporters throughout the 
country hosted and attended a 
variety of Can Do MS events to 
help send more people with MS 
to our programs.

•  Vertical Express for Can Do MS 
Our signature on-snow 
fundraising events were held at 
Squaw, Steamboat, Schweitzer 
and Crystal Mountains. Raising 
over $323,000 to support 
our lifestyle empowerment 
programs. 

•  Annual Autumn Bene� t - NYC 
In October, guests celebrated 
with 2013 Can Do Award 
recipient, Country Music Star, 
Clay Walker at the Metropolitan 
Club. Raising over $187,000, 
friends and supporters of Can 
Do MS gathered together for an 
evening of elegance.

2013 KEY NUMBERS

Watch Valarie's can do story at www.mscando.org/video


